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 ive been checking things out. seems like a fun game, but i cant even tell if you should do it first before you do any of this.. or if
this is all you have to do? im asking because you will probably have to do this before: 3. Install the lastest version of libm

(probably via the./configure options) 4. Enable the OPTSECTION and MOVEMODE in the apr-config-dir and make a script
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from it like this: #!/bin/sh ./configure OPTSECTION=1 MOVEMODE=1 make You will have to look in the apr-config-dir to
figure out what the options OPTSECTION and MOVEMODE are, it's detailed in the README. 5. Now you need to write your
own configuration and the best way is to do the apache in the apr-config-dir instead of the apache in the bin/apache2 directory.
(you need to do this for every of your apache config files) heres the thing though... ive never played the game. ive looked at the

scripts that other people made, but none of the options that they put in were the same as the ones you should put in for the
configurations you will be making for your own web server. ive just been reading stuff about configuring apache for a while. ive
been looking for these answers for over a month now. ive finally found the info i needed, but ive got a question before i can go

on. ive made an apr-config-dir in the apache2/conf.d folder, but im not sure where i put the make file. i want to make this
script, so ill have a script that i can drop in my www.root folder. Apache needs to know to look in the apr-config-dir, because of

this: (to take this a little bit further you would have to create a set of scripts, ive seen that people have done this before for
example dave flux is also making a set of scripts that have a script in them that you run in the apache2/conf.d folder and ive

looked around for scripts that people have already made, but ive not found any) if someone could help me put together the rest
of this script, i would appreciate it, but i honestly am not sure what to do at this point 82157476af
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